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Abstract – The Semantic Web, which is the key component
of Web 2.0 and Web 3.0, is an evolving development of the
World Wide Web in which the semantics of information and
services on the Web are being defined. Knowledge is an
essential part of most Semantic Web applications and
ontology, which is a formal explicit description of concepts or
classes in a domain of discussion, is the most important part
of the knowledge. As a model for knowledge description and
formalization, ontology’s are widely used to represent user
profiles in personalized web information gathering.  The
ontology can decrease the amount of information and reduce
the work of utilizing the information in rule acquisition,
because it is generalized and specifically rearranged for rule
acquisition. Moreover, the ontology can be accumulated and
reused throughout repeated rule acquisition. The main
contribution of existing work is that the complete and
detailed rule composition process with examples and its
evaluation.  The enhancement work is, with the existing
system concept we combining the concept of selecting exact
parts that contain rules from Web pages to increase the
accuracy in their result. In this proposed work we are
combining the screen method from WebPages with use of
genetic Techniques to extract the rule optimally.

Keywords – Semantic Web, Ontology, Rule Composition,
RuleToOnto, Genetic Technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rule acquisition is as essential as ontology acquisition,
even though rule acquisition is still a bottleneck in the
deployment of rule-based systems. This is time consuming
and laborious, because it requires knowledge experts as
well as domain experts, and there are communication
problems between them.

However, sometimes rules have already been implied in
Web pages, and it is possible to acquire them from Web
pages in the same manner as ontology learning. The upper
part is the text in a Web page explaining the return policies
of Barnes & Noble.com, which is one of the representative
online bookstores. The lower part shows acquired rules
from the text. We can see that the words with bold font in
the upper part are used as the variables and values of the
acquired rules in the lower part. That is, most of the rule
components already exist in Web pages. It means that we
can acquire rules more easily by using an automatic rule
acquisition method rather than the old method with
domain experts and knowledge experts. As we repeat the
rule acquisition process across several sites, we can
accumulate rules. However, as the size of rule base
increases, it becomes hard to reuse rules. Therefore, we
used an ontology named RuleToOnto, which represents
the information about rules including terms, rule

component types, and rule structures. The ontology can
decrease the amount of information and reduce the work
of utilizing the information in rule acquisition, because it
is generalized and specifically rearranged for rule
acquisition. Moreover, the ontology can be accumulated
and reused throughout repeated rule acquisition.

The purpose of using ontology in our approach is to
automate the rule acquisition procedure. The starting point
of our approach is that it will be helpful for acquiring rules
from a site, if we have similar rules acquired from other
similar sites of the same domain. the rule ontology is a
generalized, condensed, and specifically rearranged
version of the existing rules. We named the rule ontology
RuleToOnto. It has the advantage that it is structured
information and is much smaller than rule bases, so that it
is easy to reuse, share, and accumulate.

II. RELATED WORK

The main objective of existing work is to propose a rule
acquisition procedure that automates repeated rule
acquisition from similar sites by using the rule ontology
RuleToOnto. We proposed two main steps of rule
acquisition, which consists of rule component
identification and rule composition with the identified rule
components. In other words, we identify rule components
such as variables and values in Web pages by using
RuleToOnto in the first step, and we combine the variables
to compose rules in the second step. In that they have
proposed a procedure which automatically acquires rules
by using RuleToOnto.

In order to automatically acquire rules through ontology,
we divided the rule acquisition procedure into two main
steps in order to apply proper methods to each step. In the
rule component identification step, we identify variables
and values by using an ontology that describes frequently
used variables and values in other rule bases.
Subsequently, we compose rules from the identified rule
components by using the rule structures of the ontology.
The ontology helps to recommend feasible rules with
variables.  With the concept of RuleToOnto we are
combining the Genetic Algorithm is based on Charles
Darwin‘s theory of ‗The survival of the fittest‘.

Algorithm is started with a set of solutions (represented
by chromosomes) called population. Solutions from one
population are taken and used to form a new population.
This is motivated by a hope, that the new population will
be better than the old one. Solutions which are selected to
form new solutions (offspring) are selected according to
their fitness – the more suitable they are the more chances
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they have to reproduce. If the fitness of the new
individuals is better than the fitness of the individuals in
the previous generation, the individuals are replaced. This
is carried out till the termination condition is reached. The
chromosome should in some way contain information
about solution which it represents. The most used way of
encoding is a binary string. Each chromosome has one
binary string. Each bit in this string can represent some
characteristic of the solution. Or the whole string can
represent a number. But there are many other ways of
encoding

III. BACKGROUND STUDY

In this paper in order to provide a well-defined
evaluation methodology we first explicitly specify when
entailment rules should be considered correct, following
the spirit of their usage in applications. They then
proposed a new instance-based evaluation approach.
Under this scheme, judges are not presented only with the
rule but rather with a sample of sentences that match its
left hand side. The judges then assess whether the rule
holds under each specific example. A rule is considered
correct only if the percentage of examples assessed as
correct is sufficiently high. An evaluation methodology for
entailment rules should reflect the expected validity of
their application within NLP systems. Following that line,
an entailment rule ‘L R’ should be regarded as correct
if in all (or at least most) relevant contexts in which the
instantiated template L is inferred from the given text, the
instantiated template R is also inferred from the text. This
reasoning corresponds to the common definition of
entailment in semantics, which specifies that a text L
entails another text R if R is true in every circumstance
(possible world) in which L is true. It follows that in order
to assess if a rule is correct we should judge whether R is
typically entailed from those sentences that entail L
(within relevant contexts for the rule). We thus present a
new evaluation scheme for entailment rules, termed the
instance-based approach. At the heart of this approach,
human judges are presented not only with a rule but rather
with a sample of examples of the rule’s usage. Instead of
thinking up valid contexts for the rule the judges need to
assess the rule’s validity under the given context in each
example. The essence of their proposal is a (apparently
non-trivial) protocol of a sequence of questions, which
determines rule validity in a given sentence.

Most of existing ontologies construction tools support
construction of ontological relations (e.g., taxonomy,
equivalence, etc.) but they do not support construction of
domain relations, non-taxonomic conceptual relationships
(e.g., causes, caused by, treat, treated by, has-member,
contain, material-of, operated-by, controls, etc.). Domain
relations are found mainly in text sources. TextOntoEx
constructs ontology from natural domain text using
semantic pattern-based approach. TextOntoEx is a chain
between linguistic analysis and ontology engineering.
TextOntoEx analyses natural domain text to extract
candidate relations and then maps them into meaning
representation to facilitate constructing ontology. The

paper explains this approach in more details and discusses
some experiments on deriving ontology from natural text

Their motivation is to help to make the ontology
learning process controllable. Because of this, it is
important to know the contribution of the available
techniques and the efficiency of a technique combination.
We think that the failure to evaluate the relative efficacy
of different NLP techniques is likely to hinder the
development of effective learning and knowledge
acquisition support for ontology engineering. Due to the
above problem, both a flexible framework and an
integrated tool-suite to configure and combine techniques
applied to ontology learning are proposed. The general
architecture of their solution integrates an existing
linguistic tool (WMatrix), which provides part-of-speech
(POS) and semantic tagging, an ontology workbench for
information extraction, and an existing open source
ontology editor called Prote´ge´. This work is part of a
larger project to build ontologies semi-automatically by
processing a collection of domain texts. It involves dealing
with four fundamental issues: extracting the relevant
domain terminology, discovering concepts, deriving a
concept hierarchy, and identifying and labeling ontological
relations. The main contributions of their project are:
Providing ontology engineers with a coordinated and
integrated tool for knowledge objects extraction and
ontology modelling. Second is evaluating the contribution
of different NLP and machine learning techniques and
their combinations for ontology learning. And proposing a
guideline to configure and combine techniques applied to
ontology learning.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In future we can use parallel genetic algorithm using the
DNA coding method. Fuzzy controls have been widely
used in industry for its high degree of performance in
human-computer interactions. DNA coding method, which
is one of the coding methods in genetic algorithm, is based
on biological DNA and a mechanism of development from
the artificial DNA. This method has redundancy and
overlapping of genes, and it is suitable for knowledge
representation. This method is used for acquisition of
fuzzy control rules with multiple input/output systems for
a mobile robot. This method can select input variables
from many candidates and tune membership functions.
A. Architecture

Fig.1. Architecture Diagram
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B. Algorithm
Initialization
Choose candidate rules;
Rule ordering;
Variable ordering within each rule;
First VIs=instances(firstvariable(totalorder));
Open=first VIs;closed={};
Begin
Repeat
Choose a current VI from open having the lowest f value;
If nextvar(current VI,Totalorder)is empty then
Finished=true;result=path(current VI);
Else
Begin
Transfer currentVI from open to closed;
Update total order with variable ordering;
Construct nextVI s such that
Next VIs=instances(nextvar(currentVI,totalorder))-path
(currentVI));
Set open=open υ next VIs;
End;
Until finished;
Output result;
End;
C. Collecting similar websites

In this module first we are collecting the webpages
which should be similar. Let us suppose that we have to
acquire rules from several sites of the same domain. The
sites have similar Web pages explaining similar rules from
each other. The comparison of simple data for example
such as book prices does not need rules, but delivery cost
calculation with various options and applying free
shipping rules and return policies needs rules. Therefore,
the portal should acquire rules about delivery options,
shipping rules, and return policies from shopping malls if
it wants to provide an intelligent service comparing more
than just prices. In this case, the portal should repeatedly
acquire similar rules from multiple malls and the rules are
very similar to each other in terms of their shape and
content. For example, Amazon.com (in short Amazon) and
Barns&Noble.com (in short BN) posted similar Web
pages explaining shipping rules and return policies, and
the terms and rules implied in the Web pages are also
similar.
D. Acquisition rule using RuleToOnto

In this module the rules are acquired from that first
module where the RuleToOnto algorithm is applied.
RuleToOnto is domain specific knowledge that provides
information about rule components and structures. While
the rule component identification step needs variables,
values, and the relationship between them, the rule
composition step requires generalized rule structures.
Therefore, RuleToOnto represents the IF and THEN parts
of each rule by connecting rules with variables with the IF
and THEN relations, in addition to basic information about
variables, values, and connections between variables and
values. The RuleToOnto schema has three object
properties HasValue, IF and THEN, and three classes,
Variable, Value, and Rule. In order to utilize ontology
inference, we added some axioms. First, something is a

Variable precisely if all the values of has Value property
are instances of the Value class, as shown in the following
axiom represented in the Functional-Style syntax:
EquivalentClasses(
:Variable
ObjectAllValuesFrom(:hasValue∶Value)
)
Moreover,Rule can only have instances of Variable for its
values of
if and then properties as follows:
EquivalentClasses(
:Rule
ObjectIntersectionOf(
ObjectAllValuesFrom(:if∶Variable)
ObjectAllValuesFrom(:then∶Variable)
))

We also added property cardinality restrictions. An
instance of Variable should have at least one Value
instance for its has Value property, and Rule should have
at least on e Variable for each of the if and then properties
as follows:
SubClasses(
:Variable
ObjectMinCardinality(1∶hasValue∶Value)
)
SubClasses(
:Rule
ObjectIntersectionOf(
ObjectMinCardinality(1∶if∶Variable)
ObjectMinCardinality(1∶then∶Variable)
))

We excluded connectives such as AND and OR from
RuleToOnto, because it is hard to represent the complex
nested structure of connectives in a simple frame
representation, and generalization has no effect if we
represent all connectives in the ontology

With this Dynamic adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) is a very effective technique for background
modeling which classifies the pixels of a video frame
either background or foreground based on probability
distribution. GMM is employed within successive frames
to model the background, and thus extract the moving
regions (i.e., foreground) between consecutive frames.
These extracted regions are used at the time of flow
computation. The conventional frame difference technique
cannot deal with the non-uniformity of the background,
whereas the dynamic form of GMM effectively selects
moving points within the cluttered background.
E. Implementing rule composition Best-First Search

In this module; the goal of rule component identification
is to elicit variables and values by comparing parsed words
of the given text with the variables and values of
RuleToOnto. In the comparison between the terms of
RuleToOnto and the terms of the Web page, we used
semantic matching instead of simple string comparison. In
order to find the semantic similarity between two terms,
we used the hyponym structure of WordNet. The
similarity measure is a reciprocal number of the distance
between two terms in the hyponym hierarchy in WordNet,
as given by the following equation:
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This measure is calculated only when one term is a
hyponym of the other term, and the path_length is the path
length between the two terms in the hyponym hierarchy.
The first step of rule composition is the preparation step,
where we find appropriate rules from RuleToOnto. This is
done by comparing the identified variable instances with
the variables of the rules in RuleToOnto. The input of this
step is the variable instances of rule draft 1 that is an
output of the rule component identification step and
RuleToOnto. The next step is rule ordering, which
generates RuleOrder from the variable instances and the
candidate rules. The third step is variable ordering, which
generates TotalOrder with the RuleOrder and
VariableOrder that is calculated in this step. The last step
is best-first search that makes rule draft 2.

In this BFS algorithm the input is a set of identified
variable instances, V I= {V I1, V I2, . . . V Ii, . . . ,V In} that
is given from the rule component identification stage [32].
The output is a set of rule instances, RI = {RI1, RI2, . .
.;RIp, . . .,RIq}, where RIp is a set of variable instances
assigned to the rule. The first job of preparation is
extracting rule candidates from RuleToOnto. Every
variable of each rule candidate should be matched to the
variable instances of VI. At this time, the rule candidates
are just rule templates with variables to which the variable
instances are not yet assigned. Therefore, we use variables
to denote the rule candidates. Rule candidates are denoted
as a set RC = {R1, R2, . . .,Rj,. . .,Rl}, where a rule
candidate Rj is {Vj1, Vj2, . . . ; Vjk, . . .,Vjm} and every Vjk

is matched to one or more variable instances of VI.
Shortly, rule composition generates rule instances by
assigning variable instances to rule candidates. In the
beginning, the values of are the number of all
instances of each variable.
F. Applying Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithm is based on theory of “The survival
of the fittest”. Algorithm is started with a set of solutions
(represented by chromosomes) called population.
Solutions from one population are taken and used to form
a new population. This is motivated by a hope, that the
new population will be better than the old one. Solutions
which are selected to form new solutions (offspring) are
selected according to their fitness – the more suitable they
are the more chances they have to reproduce. If the fitness
of the new individuals is better than the fitness of the
individuals in the previous generation, the individuals are
replaced. This is carried out till the termination condition
is reached. The chromosome should in some way contain
information about solution which it represents. The most
used way of encoding is a binary string. Each chromosome
has one binary string. Each bit in this string can represent
some characteristic of the solution. Or the whole string can
represent a number. But there are many other ways of
encoding.
G. Performance measurement

We use three performance measures in order to evaluate
the performance of our approach. The first performance

measure is precision and the second is recall and third is
accuracy. In order to calculate the first two measures, we
counted the components retrieved by the knowledge
engineer (denoted RC_KE) and by the suggested
algorithm (denoted RC_Onto). Also, we calculated the
common components between RC_KE and RC_Onto that
means the correct recommendations made by the
algorithm. The assumption made in calculating the
measures is that the components retrieved by the
knowledge engineer are correct. It means that the
knowledge engineer decides the correctness of the
recommended rules, and the IF and THEN parts. This
could be a limitation of our experiments, because the
results depend on the decision of the knowledge engineer.
The following equations show how to calculate the
precision and recall ratios using RC_Onto and RC_KE

Fig.2. Flowchart of RuleToOnto

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, a Rule ontology model is proposed for
knowledge representation and reasoning over user profiles.
This model learns ontological user profiles from both a
world knowledge base and user local instance repositories.
The ontology model is evaluated by comparing it against
benchmark models in web information gathering. The
results show that this ontology model is successful using
the method called genetic algorithm

In future we can use parallel genetic algorithm using the
DNA coding method. Fuzzy controls have been widely
used in industry for its high degree of performance in
human-computer interactions. DNA coding method, which
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is one of the coding methods in genetic algorithm, is based
on biological DNA and a mechanism of development from
the artificial DNA. This method has redundancy and
overlapping of genes, and it is suitable for knowledge
representation. This method is used for acquisition of
fuzzy control rules with multiple input/output systems for
a mobile robot.
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